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Editor’s Note
Welcome to the first edition of the
Monthly Planet forthe 1985-86 academic
year. This journal is a publication of the
Environmental Center, an A.S. organiza
tion located in VU 113.
The staff of the Planet is a group of
hard-working students, each of whom has
an intense concern about the welfare of the
environment. They bring to this journal
good abilities to make stories which articu
late these concerns. It has been a pleasure
for me to be involved in their creative
processes.
In this issue, there are stories about
events that are happening locally, or which
may have an impact on the citizens of this
area. Also, we were able to include coverage
of the “Pathways of Toxic Waste” Confer
ence, sponsored by the Environmental
Center. This Conference took place in the
Viking Union, on November 17, 1985. ^
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Georgia-Pacific Wins Award
For Energy Efficiency
by

Paul

Gre'ene

Georgia-Pacific Corporation’s Belling
ham, Washington sulfite pulp mill designed
and installed a millwide heat recovery
system that has cut steam consuption by
247c and cut natural gas consumption by
700 billion BTUs/year. The energy savings
have been so significant that recently G-P’s
Bellingham Division was one of 12 Puget
Sound area businesses and institutions
which were honored for excellence in
energy efficiency.
The awards were presented by Puget
Sound Power and Light Co., in conjunction
with Energy Expo ’85, an energy confer
ence and exposition for commercial and
industrial energy users in the Puget Sound
Regioa “These companies and institutions
have made special efforts to incorporate
energy efficient techniques into their dayto-day operations,” said Gary Swofford,
Director of Conservation and Division
Services for Puget Power, a co-sponsor of
Energy Expo ’85. “We felt it was important
to recognize their efforts, which not only
save them money, but also keep energy
costs down for all of our customers in the
long rua”
Georgia-Pacific operates a major pulp,
paper, and chemical complex right below
Western Washington University on Bell
ingham Bay. Its three pulp and paper
plants have the capacity to produce
245,000 tons of bleached and semi
chemical pulp annually. In addition, the
Bellingham Complex is capable of produc
ing 83,000 tons of tissue products per year.
Coronet and M-D bath tissues. Coronet
and Guest Ranch facial tissues, and
Coronet paper towels are all products that
G-P manufactures locally.
Operation of this forest products com
plex had its modest beginnings 60 years
ago. Pacific Coast Paper Mills constructed
a small tissue manufacturing plant at this
site in 1925 followed by the construction of
a wood pulping plant nearby in 1927 under
the ownership of the San Juan Pulp Co.
Ownership of the two operations later came
under Puget Sound Pulp and Timber Co.,
and in 1963, through a merger agreement,
Georgia Pacific gained ownership of all
P.S.P. & T. holdings. A chloralkali plant
was installed in 1965, which produces
chlorine and caustic soda for the mill as well
as the open market. In 1971, a new primary
treatment plant for pulp mill effluent was
built.
A major upgrade for pulp production
came in 1973 with the start-up of the 230
inch-wide Rauma-Repola 600-plus-tons
2

per day (tpd) pulp dryer. In 1976, two
additional batch digesters were added,
bringing the total to eight The mill pro
duces approximately 620 tpd of pulp, using
wood purchased from contract loggers or
cut on G-P’s own woodlands. Round wood
is chopped at the mill after de-barking. The
bark is burned in hog-fuel boilers to pro
duce 180-psi (pounds per square inch) pro
cess steam. The majority of the fiber used
at the mill is hemlock, true fir, and some
alder.
The mill ethanol plant, installed during
WWII was built to provide alcohol for syn
thetic rubber. After the war, the mill took
over the plant and currently is the only
sulfite pulp mill in the U.S. producing
ethanol. Because the mill does not have a
furnace for chemical recovery, (the com
pany does not plan to build one since it is
located in the center of a city), G-P has
extensively researched possible uses for
spent sulfite liquor. The mill started a re
search laboratory in 1947 and is currently a
major force in lignin chemical research.
The economics of sulfite liquor recovery,
which are different from the Kraft recovery
cycle (Kraft recovery cycle usually used in
pulp production), coupled with the envir
onmental requirements of sulfite waste
treatment, have made many sulfite pulp
mills look carefully at by-product recovery.
It is traditional in the wood products
industry to make useful products out of
waste materials. All of the wood G-P uses to
make pulp is salvaged timber or waste
material from sawmills that is unfit for
lumber or plywood. The mill at Bellingham
is unique in that is does not use a recovery
boiler to recover spent process chemicals,
instead, the mill uses the spent sulfite
liquor to produce ethanol, a full range of
ligno-sulfates, and other chemical pro
ducts. Prior to starting the mill-wide heat
recovery, all mill boilers had pre-heators
and/or economizers. Boiler feed water was
pre-heated using heat available in streams
from the alcohol plant, and hot water from
the acid plant was used on washer showers
in the bleach plant Although no individual
component of the project is unique, the
magnitude of energy savings achieved is
remarkable considering the fact that the
mill had existing energy conservation sys
tems in place.
In the early 1980’s, mill management
reviewed a number of suggested energy
conservation projects with an eye toward
gaining energy tax credits. Once groups of
projects were identified, the mill hired

Ekono and Raphael Katzen Associates
International Inc. to do a feasibility tudy.
Based on this study, management decided
to proceed with the project, with the mill
engineering staff doing the ystem design
and functioning as the general contractor.
Studies showed that through a sy tern of
interconnecting piping and heat exchangers the mill could reduce steam consumption by better utilizing low-level waste heat
In 1983, the mill started to implement a
package of 21 energy conservation projects
tied together, where pos ible, through hot
and warm water utility networks. Several of
these projects were completed in 1983.
Significant savings did not occur until
March 1984 with the completion of the
utility networks and major contributing
systems.
The major parts of the project include an
Ahlstrom heat recovery boiler, special heat
recovery hoods for os. 4, 5 and 6 paper
machine Yankee dryers and two-tier hot
water recovery and storage system. Research and development work for the heat
recovery project began in mid-1982. When
the heat recovery system was first being
planned, mill personnel catalogued the
processes that consumed team and hot
process water. Next, engineers looked for
ways· to ·substitute a lower cost heat ource
for a higher one. The underlying strategy of
the heat recovery y tern wa to as ign a
value to the four mo t commonly u ed process heat ources in the mill and to emphaize the u e of the lowest co t heat ource.
To put the plan into effect, a hot water
utility wa designed Hot water wa generated, collected, and egregated into two
tanks, one at 80 C and the other at 60 C. By
doing this, the optimum sources for generating "hot" and "warm" water could be
identified These proved to be a major
source of heat avings. There are a number
of proce es in the mill that could produce
hot water, and this hot water, in turn, could
replace steam in a variety of way . To reach
a higher level of efficiency, ome exi ting
sy tern had to be modified or replaced
For example, the y tern for u ing wa te
heat in the econdacy tower of the acid
plant to heat water for the bleach plant wa
crapped in favor of a waste heat boiler
downstream from the ulphur burner. Thi
allowed the bleach plant wa tes to be used
a a heat ink for lower level energy.
It was al o important to match the capacitie of the two water sy terns to the anticipated demand to avoid having to manufacture a lower grade heat ource from a
higher one. A backup y tern wa al o
de igned to generate hot and warm water
from steam when needed ince variou
operation in the mill operate independently, back up ource were nece acy to
keep a hut-down in one area from upetting production el ewhere in the mill

Because the mill contain everal profit
centers which function almo t independently, this communication between unit
is critical to the proper functioning of the
heat recovery system. For example, managers of units that are not heat producers
must let managers of unit that are heat
users know when maintenance shutdown
are cheduled The mo t challenging
aspects of this type come from interdepartmental dependence re ulting from
intricate cross-connections. Each system
has to be designed and operated with complete energy and backup systems. Due to
corporate philosophies, the e variou units
had long operated as separate profit centers or independent units. To tie all these
organization together around an energy
recovery system involved major changes in
mill management tyle. Managing the production and consumption of steam and hot
process water is the core of the heat recovery project.
Although it is difficult to ummarize
what is in effect an "on-going effort", the
total investment has been over $5 million.
This investment was returned in le than a
year. With the majority of projects completed to date, total team consumption in
the mill ha dropped by 70,000 lb/hr. The
total reduction in con umption in natural
ga is over 700 billion BTU annually. Production increases have al o occurred in two
of the mill' ti ue machine a a direct
result of hot water being available for felt
cleaning shower . The e project have
been o ucce sful that additional project
are now underway, with a goal of reducing
total steam demand by nearly 100,000 lb/
hr. from hi toric level . team production
from oil and ga i expected to drop by
more than 160,000 lb/hr.
If you have further que tion : Orman
Darby -Director Public Relation , John
Asmund on -Heat Recovery Project Leader.

•
Mount Baker

Wilderness: A
Compromise
by Steve

Burcombe

For year there has been a conflic over
wilderne in Wa hington It' your cla ic
truggle between tho e who would preserve nature and tho e who ay we mu t
exploit it for a healthy economy. A chapter
in thi great aga ha been written right
here in Whatcom County.
In 1979, a .. Fore t ervice tudy of
roadie
ational Fore t land (RARE 2)
wa pre ented to the Carter admini tra3

tion Its purpose wa to determine what the
Fore t ervice hould do with their remaining roadies land . The tudy recommended 275,000 acre of roadle lands
surrounding Mt. Baker not be con idered
;for a wilderness designation
To protest this recommendation, the
lMt. Baker Wilderne s Association
j(MBWA) wa formed According to MBWA
1secretary Su an Scanga, they worked to
compile evidence in favor of establishing a
wilderness area surrounding the mountain.
· In 1983, The Wa hington Land Bill wa
introduced by Senators Jack on and Gorton This bill included proposals for a
,number of wilderness areas around the
•state, including one at Mt Baker.
' According to Howard Apollonio, al o of
the MBW A, the a ociation took the po ition that a wilderness area would upport
the touri m industry. According to canga,
the MBW A wanted everal tand of old1growth (virgin) timber to be protected,
becau e the logging of the e tand would
be a threat to wildlife. They were al o
concerned that clearcutting could lead to a .
loss of nutrient in the soil, he aid.
As the Lands Bill worked its way through
Congress, the timber industry al o voiced
their opinion Gordon Iver on, logging
manager of the Bellingham divi ion of
Georgia-Pacific Corp. aid, "Thi argument about the nutrients not being put
back into the oil - o what? We could put
fertilizer back on, which we do. But, why
worry about nutrient on land if it' not producing anything anyway? And wilderne
i n't." Iver on al o aid the Lands Bill wa a
threat to job and timber indu try revenue .
Eventually the Land Bill pa ed Congre and wa igned by Pre ident Reagan
in July of 1984. It wa a watered-down
ver ion of the original, however. The Mt
Baker Wilderne wa cut down to 130,000
acre ·from the 235,000 originally propo ed
The land left out included area around
Church Mountain and the middle fork of
the ooksack River. Another omi ion wa
on the outh ide of Mt Baker it elf, where
9,500 acre were placed in a ational Recreation Area
The final ver ion of the Bill prot cted a
number of cenic highlight in th area.
The e included the Tomyhoi- ele ia, Ruth
Creek, and Table Mountain- hain Lak
area.
According to canga, there i alway th
po ibility that timber ale , mad in the
excluded area , might timulate a new
effort to expand the Wild rn . For the
time being, however, there wa no uch
effort under way, he aid
Protecting wild land from development
ha never been ea y. Generally, the ize of
protected area ha been a compromi
between conflicting group . Th Mt. Bak r
Wilderne i no exception
•
1
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Mountain Bikes: The Legalities and Impacts
Mountain bikes have recently become
very popular in the northwest. These
machines are easily set apart from conventional bicycles by their beefy, knobbed
tires, triangular handlebars with motorcycle-style cantilevers, quick-release seat
posts, wide gear ranges, and their ability to
traverse and climb almost any terrain with
ease. The issue of whether they should be
allowed on hiking trails in our ational
parks and wilderness areas is one of the
hottest controversies to date in cycling and
conservation circles.
Groomed hiking trails can be ideal for
all-terrain biking, since they are generally
smooth and not too steep, and have some
pleasant reward, such as an alpine lake or
breathtaking views. Logging or other unpaved roads can also be enjoyable, but
have the disadvantages of unsightly clearcuts, steep ascents, and descents made
rough by cat tracks and ruts. The preferred
routes, at least by this mountain biker, are
river valley trails with the minimum of elevation gain These are also the preferred
trails for hiking, so conflict occurs. Backpackers generally resent the intrusion of
any kind of machine on 'their' trails, especially after they have toilsomely trudged
some 14 miles in two days and then must
leap out of the way of a 'herd' of mountain
bikers crusing effortlessly by on a half-day
jaunt. The incidence of hiker-biker collisions can only increase as more and more

mountain bikes take to the trails. These are
the biggest concerns among officials at the
ational parks offices, who have banned
mountain bikes from U.S. National Parks
and Wilderness Areas, except on public
roads, according to Title 36, Code of
Federal Regulations 4.3. The maximum
penalty is a 500 fine and six months in jail,
but the usual penalty is around $40, according to Alan Edwards, Ranger in charge
of recreation in the Mt. Baker National
Forest and Wilderness Area. He said that
at this time Rangers haven't seen enough
mountain bikes in restricted areas to be
really concerned about them yet.
Another problem is that mountain bikes
ridden on soft or wet trails, prevalent on the
west side of the Cascades, leave a deep
track that soon becomes a stream in the
rain, which causes severe trail erosion and
expensive maintenance costs. Horses
cause similar damage, yet are allowed in
many areas. Pack animals have been known
to bolt or throw loads when encountering
mountain bikers in the backcountry, so
conflict with them is another barrier to
mountain bikes in the Parks.
Horses themselves make trails unpleasant and often unridable, due to trail
deterioration and the inevitable dung that
quickly gums up knobbies and is soon flung
at the riders back and chin. Thus the desire
for avoidance is mutual, and mountain
bikers feel that they are being unfairly

by

David

Taylor

singled out since they cause considerably
less damage and pollution than horses.
The question of whether the use of
mechanical transportation modes is
aesthetic in our pristine wildernesses
seems to be the underlying conflict, and the
government is still struggling with the
issue, trying to make both sides happy and
content. Already there are plans in the
works for designated off-road vehicle trails
in this area. Alan Edwards mentioned that
the Canyon Ridge trail, north of Glacier_
near the Mt. Baker Ski Area, is open to
mountain bikes now although it is in rough
shape. They are planning improvements to
it in the near future, and plan on completing it in two years. They have other
trails near Concrete that are in consideration but also in poor shape, and hope to
have many more available in the next few
years. There are plenty of side roads and
trails outside of the Parks and Wilderness
areas to ride for now, and we can anticipate
more in the near future. H you have any
questions about your planned routes, contact your local ranger district first to find
out the legalities and feasibility factors, so
you can avoid harsh penalties and unpleasant conditions. Stay away from trails in
wet conditons and use caution and courtesy
around hikers and horsemen, for mountain
bikers must prove themselves before they
can can be truly accepted in the great
outdoors. •
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SPECIAL REPORT:
"PATHWAYS''
CONFERENCE
On ovember 17, 1985, from 9:00 AM
to 4:00 PM, a group of us were treated to
the "Pathways of Toxic Substances" Conference, held at the Viking Union This
Conference was put together by the creative and dedicated staff of the Associated
Students' Environmental Center. Led by
Bill McCord and Ilene Anderson, this
diligent group contacted and obtained
speakers from diverse fields, and a wide
range of distances from this Campus.
It was a privilege to be present to hear
the consistently competent peakers, and
to take part as an ob erver in the many
presentations. This special report to the
Monthly Planet was compiled by Tracy
Brown, Jeff Hardy, Paul Greene, and myself. In addition to this overview report,
there are reports of the wide variety of
panels and work hop , that were held both
in the morning and afternoon e sion .
In the morning, Dr. Ruth Weiner of
Huxley College, defined the i ue for us. A
humans produce goods, we generate substance which, if ingested, can produce
severe damage to our health. These are
toxic wastes. Many of the e wa te can be
rendered harmles through treatment and
proper isolation from the "natural" human
upport systems; our air and water; away
from the food chain which keep us alive
and well
From our prior reluctance to fore ee and
forestall problems; from our reliance upon
crisis management rather than upon anticipating trouble and de igning safety
·mechanism torenderwa te non-troubling,
we have created a situation in which we are
forced to deal with a large volume and
variety of toxic ubstances. The e subtance have been dumped in unregulated
ite throughout thi nation and other . In
thi nation alone, there are ome 20,000
dump ites for toxic wa te . We are currently truggling to clean up the e wa te ,
and have created the Environmental Protection Agency, and a ho t of legi lation to
help u with thi ta k.

One example of this legislation is the
Superfund Administered by the Environmental Protection Agency, it is designed to
stimulate work on cleaning up the dump
sites. Currently, six sites are being cleaned
up, with money allocated to extend the
operations.
More specific information about efforts
in the Puget Sound area was given by Claire
Dyckman, an environmental analy t from
Seattle City Light. She concentrated her
talk upon the disposal of PCB' , which have
been a much-favored chemical used in
large component of electrical transmi sion equipment--mainly large tran former
and capacitors. PCB' are known for their
excellent re i tance to breakdown by heating, while they have excellent dielectric
properties, which make them able to greatly resi t inva ion of electrical tran mis ion
sy terns by tray and unwanted form of
electrical charge, uch as tatic.
In this capacity to with tand breakdown
from heat lies one of the most dangerous
potentials of PCB contamination. PCB's,
when not burned completely, will generate
dioxins, which are among the mo t deadly
of material yet created PCB' al o concentrate in the fatty ti ues of animal , and
per ist for long period of time. Although
banned from production in 197 , the utilities till u e them. They have become quite
wide pread in the utility' systems, largely
becau e of method u ed to clean and recharge component , uch as tran former .
In the e procedure , PCB' are mixed with
mineral oil, and returned to the y tern.
Di po al of PCB' ha been made more
difficult becau e of inadequate recordkeeping to track where the material went,
and to what di po al yard .
peaking in conjunction with M .
Dyckman were Catherine Ma 'imo, an
engineer with the EPA, and John Funderbeck, who works with Cro by/Overton, a
company which doe large- cale cleanup
of indu trial plant . M . Ma imo gave u
ome quite technical information concern-

s

ing the operating characteristics of variou
incinerator . Mr. Funderbeck made himself available for questions concerning the
operation of Crosby/Overton
At thi point in the Conference, the
group wa invited to participate in a election of panels and a work hop. The topic
were about a variety of toxic ubstances
and the system we have designed to try to
cope with them. Reports of the e panel , a
well a the afternoon panel and work hop
are located in thi ection of the Planet.
In the afternoon e ion, Dr. Jan
Koe man, Profes or of Toxicology at the
Univer ity of Wageningen in The etherland , led off with a talk and lide how
concerning the work of toxicologi t in The
etherland and Africa He tated that it
wa Rachel Car on' book, Silent Spring,
which timulated activity in the 1960' . In
1965, the fir t Wildlife ympo ium wa
held in the nited Kingdom, and many of
the pioneer of toxic ub tance control
were there.
In The etherland , Dr. Koeman ha
been in the forefront of wildlife protection.
He and hi colleague have developed
method for identifying which pe ie were
mo t en itive to change in the pe ticide
level in their environment. Th e indicator pecie have been followed for a
number of year , with correlation being
drawn between their reproductive abilitie
and the ite of their contamination.
From the e correlation , re ommendation have been drawn and pre nted to the
'government of The etherland . In re ent
year , becau e of a lion, there ha be n an
increa e in the population of birds of pre .
The e increase. indicate that pe ticide
re idue are lowering.
Dr. Koeman al o talked about ome
condition in . ub- aharan Africa. Th r ,
pe ticide praying ha. been directed at
river to combat On ho rcia i . a
di ea e in whi h human · ar invad d b
worm ·. The. worm are transmitted in the
larval tage to human bl od treams b

CONFERENCE REPORT CONTINUED:
biting flie Forests which line the rivers
serve as habitats for the flies, and are also
being prayed
A these area are cleared of flies, people
tend to move in, cut down the tree and
have their live tock overgraze the vegetation Once the protective vegetation is
removed, the rivers dry up, and fish population perish.
There are excellent scientists in Africa,
Dr. Koeman stated They are fighting
We tern tereotype that Africans are
mainly ignorant natives, and are lacking in
sponsorship to build programs through
which damage can be as e ed, and with
which adequate land-u e planning can be
developed
Following this pre entation was one by
Dr. Prakash Bakre, an A sistant Professor
at the Department of Zoology at the University of Rajasthan in Jaipur, India. Dr.
Bakre talked about climatic and cultural
condition which affect the productivity of
agriculture and the protection of wildlife
and humans in India.
India is located in a part of the World
which i ubject to an annual monsoon
(wet) and dry cycle. During the wet season,
there is a greal deal of rain, which produces
flooding of fields. The e floods attract large
flocks of birds. Additionally, the water
attracts people looking for place to wash
their trucks. Thi washing contribute fueloil contamination to the field

During the dry season, which is very dry
and very hot, the fields dry up. Evaporation
create upward pre sure on the capillaries
in the soil, and salts, located in the ubsoils, are attracted to the u.rface, where
they increase the salinity of the soils.
Additionally, during this season, the people
haul away the fertile topsoil which has been
accumulated during the floods. All of these
actions tend to degrade the quality of the
agricultural soils.
Dr. Bakre further talked about the
Vishnoi, a group of people who hold the
lives of animals in very high e teem. In their
mythology, the gods used animals for transportation, riding wild tigers and other
animals. In this relation hip, there is a great
depth of cultural responsibility which the
Vi hnoi act upon
Dr. Bakre related an incident which
demonstrates the commitment the Vishnoi
have to their belief . A king of one of the
province dispatched some troops to cut
down ome trees near a Vishnoi village.
The villagers interceded by stepping
between the trees and the soldiers. As one
would be killed by an axe-blow, another
would take his or her place. About a hundred were killed before the king was notified, and recalled his troop . The tree
tand there yet
Anyone caught harming wildlife near a
Vi hnoi village is ubject to be dispo ed of.

Wild animals, when hunted near these
villages, will run to the huts of the villagers,
seeking and getting sanctuary.
According to Dr. Bakre, the development of avian toxicology is still quite rudimentary in India. Laboratory equipment
needed for detection of pesticides is still
lacking, as is support from educational
institutions. Degrees at the Masters' level
in toxicology are still quite rare. There are
cultural practices which need to be examined for potential hazardous output of toxic
substances. One example of these practices is the burning of coal in open cooking
fires. This burning liberates mercury into
the atmosphere, and can be quite harmful
to breathe.
The catastrophe by Union Carbide at
Bhopal has stirred a much high sensitization concerning toxic substance pollution
in India. Dr. Bakre estimates that the
number of deaths was in the range of
10,000 to 12,000. We wonder at the media
coverage in this nation which set the figure
at about 2500.
The afternoon session concluded with a
variety of panels and a workshop. We congratulate the staff of the Environmental
Center, the speakers, and the dedicated
group of participants who came out on a
unday to attend this very informative and
timulating Conference. •

<WORKSHOP/ PANEL REPORTS >
HOUSEHOLD WASTE
Bellingham is lucky that Whatcom
County i one of two countie in Washington that has an active "household dangerous
waste collection program." Workshop
number 2 was conducted by Bill Englander
of the Bellingham Department of Public
or When Bill joined the Department,
he became very interested in a program
that had been at a tand till for over two
years.
In 1982, the Department received an
unu ually high number of inquires aa to
what could be done with extra pe ticides
that either wouldn't be used, or were unsafe
to be used. The Department did de ign a
storage facility in re ponse to these inqwne
nfortunately, that' aa far as
things went, becau e the problem of household dangerous waste falls into a gray
area.
By law, household chemicala that can be
sold over the counter are exempt from any
law that are de igned to govern indu trial

toxic waste That is to say, they can be
thrown away in any manner and usually find

b 7 b- i:, 724
381.f-1565
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their way to the local dump or land fill and
from there can reach the environment by a
number of different pathways. It is ironic
that the e hazardou household products
warn of danger and urge precaution and
pecific instructions be followed when
u ing, yet, when we are through using them,
we imply throw them in the trash or let
them pile up on shelves, naive to the danger
these products have to others, ourselves
and the environment
In 1984, Bill was able to get the ball
rolling again A toxic waste disposal site at
Arlington, Oregon agreed to contribute
trench pace for hazardou hou ehold
waste from Whatcom County. Crosby and
Overton, an industrial clean-up operation
in Bellingham, agreed to hip the hazardou hou hold chemicals at no charge. The
Department of Public Health and, more
pecifically, the Community Health Center
at 509 Girard in Bellingham became the
contact point and focu for the project

Heavy-duty toxic wa te di po al container lined with pla tic were added to the now
built torage facility at the Department of
Public Health and the program wa initiated
The work hop with Bill outlined the history and initiation of the program. In addition, he showed lide that illustrated the
genuine need for such a program and al o
howed key element of the program. If you
haven't checked out your helve lately, it
may be a good idea The type of dangerou
hou ehold wa te that you may want to get
rid of, and that the Department of Public
Health can take, include: old paint, acetone, turpentine, pe ticide , old oil , acids,
ba e , old medicines, hou ehold cleaner ;
a a matter of fact, if you bought it over the
counter, they will probably take it. For afety
purpo e , there are a few tipulation : fir t,
in order to be cla ified hou ehold wa te,
the amount mu t be le than five gallons;
econd you must have the manufacturer'
original label telling exactly what you have;
and, finally, it mu t be a hazardou hou ehold wa te product that can be deemed
potentially harmful to human , animals,
and the environment. If you think you may
have ome potential hou ehold dangerou
wa te, contact the Department of Public
Health at either number: 676-6724 or
384-1565.
Paul Greene

ACID

RAIN

Work hop #3 wa conducted by David
Taylor, the Wa hington tate Department
of Ecology Acid Rain Program Manager.
Acid rain ha been recognized a a major
form of pollution for many year , e pecially
in Europe and the Ea t coa t where the
effects have received much attention and
. tudy. Emissions of sulfur dioxide (primarily from Gas and Oil refinerie , factorie ,
and metal melter ) and nitrogen dioxide
(from car and fo il fuel power plant ) can
be converted in the atmo phere to ulfuric
acid and nitric acid The e acid then can
be carried long di tance by the wind
before falling back to earth in rain and now
that can be a acidic a lemon juice.
Acid rain ha cau ed growing concern
and numerou political quabble over the
damage that it can do to food crop , tree ,
material , building , and aquatic life in the

United tate , Canada, We tern Europe,
candinavia, and Japan. Here in We tern
Wa hington, we have a unique et of
meterorological and geological factor that
interact to create ome unique acid rain
problems. Fir t, the rain that fall in Western Washington i already very acidic (avg.
pH of 4.9 - 6.4) when compared with rain
water in inland area . The rea on for this is
that as frontal y terns move inland, they
pick up dust and ga molecule that may
chemically react with the acidic moi ture
droplet and effectively work as buffering
agent making them le
acidic. David
pointed out this i clearly the ca e in Eastern Wa hington where there i no ignificant acid rain problem.

h
A the e already acidic frontal y tern
enter We tern Wa hington, they encounter
everal large pocket where nitrogen/ ulfur
dioxide emi ion are very high. The e
include ancouver (WA), entralia, Olympia, Tacoma, eattle, Everett, and an
e pecially large ource at Anacorte and
Bellingham. During the Fall, Winter, and
pring, the prevailing weather y tern
carry their acidic load and dump it in the
Ca cade which tend to comb the moi ture
out of Pacific Front . When acidic now
melt quickly and dump, large quantitie
of acid (a runoff and melt) in nearby bodie
of water that have no other ource, it
doe n't take long to change the pH level,
not only affecting the entire lake or pond
but an entire water hed.
Almo t the entire work hop wa pent
concentrating on thi a pect of the acid rain
problem. The tate received a ub tantial
amount of money to tudy thi problem in
the Ca cade . They proceeded to do o,
cau ing quite a bit of controver y by u ing
helicopter , which not only are offen ive to
wilderne area , but may have had an
effect on experiment re ult . The tate
Department of Ecology ha been conducting it own tudy of the effect of acid rain
:on high alpine lake and water hed . The e
I tudie haven't been going on long enough
-to provide much information. The e
1 tudie
have concentrated on the area
between noqualmie Pa
and Glacier
,Peak Goat Lake i a lake in the tudy area
'that ha been in the new lately, a it ha
almo t been terilized b the unu ually
high acidit of it water .
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According to David, the rock outh of
noqualmie Pa i of a nature that it provide more alkalinity a it weather . Factor uch a the e contribute to a lake'
en itivity. There are 700 headwater lake
in the Wa hington Ca cade . Out of 129
lake in the tate' tudy area, over 60 were
judged to be very en itive. Another factor
that make the orth a cade parti ularly u ceptible i that they are very young
teep- loped mountain . In thi kind of
terrain, there i very little land area, often
having no oil, that buffer groundwater
before it enter a lake or water hed y tern.
In conclu ion, David covered ome of
the a pect of the acid rain problem in
We t rn Wa hington that need more attention. Fir t of all, the tate n d to hift
more re ource toward the tudy of th
acid rain problem in We tern Wa hington
a we have our own particular factor and
condition . A greater und r tanding of
material proce e i requir d b fore the
tate can accurately e, tabli h "target
level ." The large amount of rainfall we
receive al o mean there i a high depo ·ition of acid in rain and now. In addition,
the large rainfall mean that acid don't get
the long-range tran port that occur in
other area . There are a large number of
en itive lake in the a cad . Finally,
while many other plac where a id rain i a
problem can rightfully blame n ighboring
tate or .countrie for th a idit of the rain
that fall there, Wa hington i. re, pon, ibl
for it acid rain problem.

Paul Gr en

TOXICS

IN

WATER

Panel two covered toxic sub tances in
our water y tern . The peaker in thi
di cu ion were Dave Bader from the
Whatcom County Department of Health,
Robin Mathew , an aquatic toxicologist
from Huxley' Water hed tudies Institute,
and Dave Coffman, from the Mt Baker
Water hed As ociation. All three were well
ver ed in the local i ues of water quality.
Dave Bader de cribed the groundwater
re ource of the county, and defined ome
of the problems involving toxic substances.
The health department over ee testing of
water in the county and identifie problems
with toxicity, et recommended and
enforced limit . If the recommended limit
are exceeded, the department will notify
the people involved of the potential ri ks
and recommend action. In Bader' s view,
"the recommended limit eem to be cau ing more tre and train than they are
worth." The potential risk at the e level
are o low that people may be doing themelve more harm ju t worrying about the
quality of their water. He ugge ted that
perhap one enforcable afe limit would be
more appropriate.
Robin Mathew poke on urface water
contamination and, more pecifically, the
pathway toxin take to get into our water
upply. Point ource pollution, he explained, come from di tingui hable point
like a pipeline from a factory, ewage treatment plant, or torm drain y tern. onpoint ource pollution ha no di tinct outfall for treatment and o create problem
difficult to remedy. Re identiaL urban, and
agricultural runoff all contribute to thi
type of pollution, adding heavy metal ,
alt , pe ticide , and nutrient upporting
unwanted growth in our urface water.
Finally, Dave offman talked about the
rol of citizen' group in the protection of
. urfac wat r.. The Mt. Baker Water hed
As ociation look. clo ely at program for
road. id praying and mall hydroproject
to determine their effect on water quality.
Mo t of the water hed land according to
offman, L owned either by the Departmen of atural Re. ource , the Fore t
ervice, or th timber companie . The
group i intere ted in controlling the
activiti of th s public and private group
to protect th w ter.
J ff Hardy

NUCLEAR
"·N O

WA STE:

BEST

SITE"

The topic of selection of the nation's first
high-level nuclear waste repo itory was
discussed by Huxley profes or Dr. Ruth
Weiner and Gerry Pollet of WashPIRG.
Both speakers perceived many problems in
the manner in which the Department of
Energy has gone about finding a site.
Hanford, Washington is being considered
as one of the five potential site for the
repository, with much controver y. "There
is no be t site for a national high-level waste
repository." says Dr. Weiner, "only omewhat better and omewhat wor e ite ."
When the D.O.E. released it Mission
Plan, the document which sets up agency
guideline for site election, it was met with
much criticism becau e of the way in which
the agency intend to carry out thi task.,
Dr. Weiner noted, "The D.O.E. has tated,
if they nominate three site that is all they
have to do." he talked about how this
would go against the uclear Waste Policy
Actof1982, the initiating document pa sed
by Congre s to find a site. Dr. Weiner went
onto ay, "iftherewasaflawinoneortwoof1
the three finali t site , one could be nominated by default."
Gerry Pollet urged for public involvement to in ure that in the proce of site
election, the agency i held accountable.
He also tre ed concern about the Mi ion
Plan, aying, that a part of that document,
the D. O.E. intend to elect a primary ite
a being uitable before it i inve tigated
for it cientific worth. He view the election of Hanford a a ite for con ideration
"based olely on political rea on ." Wa hPIRG i working on a letter writing campaign
to urge the tate of\ ashington to file a law
uit again t the D. O.E ..
In clo ing, both peaker empha ized
the need for public involvement in the
wa te di po al i ue. "We may not have
been around when the deci ion were made
to create thi tuff," noted Dr. Weiner, "we
·are here today and we mu t do omething
about it. It i everybody' problem."
Tr a cy

•
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B r ow n

C'ONSUMER POWER
In thi panel, Bill Englander of the Bellingham Department of Public Works,
Jenny Via, a concerned citizen, who works
in Science Education at WWU, and Dan
RothwelL who works at WWU in the
Communications Department, each gave
their views about the most effective ways
that consumers can use to control the
proliferation of toxic sub tances. Mr.
Englander repeated ome of what he discussed in his workshop on household
wastes. The main ideas he expressed were
that we can control the process by becoming knowledgeable about what certain
products do, and then read label with an
eye towards being more selective. We can
educate ourselves and others about household toxic chemicals, and make u e of the
household toxic waste disposal program
run by the City of Bellingham.
Ms. Via is a strong proponent of maintaining sources of pure drinking water. She
discussed some of the inadequacie of
Bellingham' treatment of wastes and
drinking water. he uggested that we
promote more rigorou legislation, educate
ourselves about what goes into our water,
and, if nece sary, obtain a purification
y tern for home u age.
Mr. Rothwell empha ized that the key to
controlling toxic wa te i how we live; what
we con ume. He told us that banning product was not an effective method We
need to work on programs that make it
ea ier for u to change. An example of this
kind of program i recycling that can be
ea ily adapted to home implementation.
Further, he introduced the concept of
public commitment; that we should design
way to actually reward our elve for progre ive behavior. Reliance upon making
people feel guilty i generally not effective,
e pecially if overdone. We rebel when we
are given too many "gro -out" me age .
This kind of approach could easily boomerang, and render u ineffective. •

ORV Park Sought on Sumas Mountain
by Jeff

During the summer, when many students were on vacation, a proposal to
develop an off-road recreational vehicle
park on Sumas Mountain surfaced and has
remained afloat ever since. The proposal
came as another step in Whatcom County's
search for a suitable site on which to build a
park, using available state funds. The funds
come from a 1% fuel tax and ORV licensing
stickers which are earmarked specifically
for the development and maintenance of
trails for ORV use. The current plan involves 125 miles of trails and 5,500 acres of
land on the southeast side of the mountain.
Currently, the Whatcom County Parks
Board (which makes decisions on departmental policy) decided to prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement, and
have selected a local Bellingham consultant to handle it The Parks Department i
expected to apply soon for a special use
permit and is now negotiating with the
Department of ational Re ources to reach
an agreement for funding of the tudy.
Meanwhile, the parks department is gathering information on the ite to be u ed by
the consulting firm.
There are many people involved in
seeing this proposal through state and
county procedures. Vic Teshera, is the
ORV coordinator for the parks department
and is a county sheriff. He grew up in the
county and feels that Whatcom County is
going to need a facility like this. "I watched
areas like Paradi e Lakes disappear to
development," he says. But he is concerned
about non-park ORV use for two reasons.
The first is that ORVs, unmonitored, will
sometimes use ensitive areas. The e need
to be protected. Hi econd concern is
about the timber industry, which owns
much of the land used for recreation in
Whatcom County. As the timber corporations reduce their northwe t operation in
favor of the more profitable outhern pine
forests, there i a growing feeling that the e
lands will, in Te hera' s opinion, be gated
and eventually old to developer . The
decrease in recreational land will place
increa ing pre ure on the land remaining.
The park would be a way to control thi increa ed u e.
But along ide the e con iderations,
there i a great deal of concern, particularly
among the local citizen in the nearby town
of Deming and around the ba e of the
mountain, over the effect uch a development will have on their community. A
eattle firm wa hired by the park department to complete an Environmental

Hardy

Impact Analysis which they did in June
1985. On August 14, a coalition of local
citizens called the Save Sumas Mountain
group presented the parks department
with a rebuttal to the analysis, claiming it to
be inadequate in asse sing the impacts on
the environment and the local community.
Among their concerns are tho e for noise,
increased crime, increased erosion, trespassing on private property, and disturbance to wildlife. The local residents are not
the only ones concerned. John Brown, a
Huxley student and ORV enthusiast is also
concerned. "I would like to see it (the park)
go in, but not without some sort of assessment Though 4-wheeling is a form of recreation, tires are definitely not ecology
avers and those trucks are going to be all
over the hill." The biggest concerns are for
the water upply and the local fisheries,
already hurting from ero ion. The mountain's glacial soils are vulnerable to erosion
and the high rainfall of the area increases
the pressure for the soils to erode everely.
The Environmental Impact Statement
proce will continue with the hope that
thi new information will clarify ome of the
question surrounding the propo al. Encouraging is the fact that people on all sides
of the issue are bowing some concern for
the environment
Per ons wanting to get involved in the
proposal are encouraged to do so. Internhip are available through the Save umas
Mounting Group. Contact Judy Osborne at
398-2122 or Ruth Weiner676-3520. Those
wanting to get involved in the EIS proce ,
working with the Whatcom County Parks
Department contact Lynn Robbins 6763509 or Bill ummer 676-3968. •
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Editor:
AGA's "ECO CUP' is a mi repre entation of ecology and con ervation. It repreent much of the popularization of environment to the detriment of the environment.
The beige and green, lidded coffee cup
promoted by AGA la t chool year i
PLA TIC, a petro-chemical product. The
petro-chemical indu try i one of the greatest ource of toxic uh tance . It also
reinforce the generating of toxic chemicaL
in our environment.
Tho e who originally purcha ed the e
cup for $1.00 were given Coffee lub
member hip tatu . Thi amount to a
perpetual di count on ever · cup of coffee
purcha ed when the e cup · are pre ·ented.
Hence, eve1y purcha er i rewarded continually for upporting AGA' , pecial,
petro-chemical deal The peciou · argument i that it i better than buying a new
tyrofoam cup each time coffee i bought.
Certainly the good intention de erve ome
credit, though they're environmentally
naive.
If AGA i really concerned about ecocupping, may I ugge t that every per on
that show up with their own ceramic cup
be allowed the ame di count per coffee
eiving. I tried without ucce .
AGA al o doe not allow consumers
the option of u ing the le deleteriou. (to
the environment) paper cup, b cau~e it
doe n't hold the heat a, well a. styrofoarn.
Maybe con urn er u e other fa tor in their
deci ion , like deciding to make a mall,
po itive ge ture for environmental quality
without pa ing another u ele law... like
choo ing a biodegradable paper cup or
u ing a ceramic cup.
--Bill Mc ord

Environmental
Education:
State Program
Struggles
by

Becky Spithill

Operating as part of the office of the
Superintendent of Public Education
(S.P.1), the Washington State Office of
Environmental Education is located in the
horeline chool Di trict in orth eattle,
and act primarily a a resource facility for
public school and public school personnel
intere ted in environmental education.
In 1976, the office of .P.1 included in its
statutes a requirement that students be
expo ed to environmental studies in ome
way.
However, local di trict are free to determine the method by and extent to
which the tatute i implemented chool
district ' acceptable compliance to the
statute could range from a pre entation on
an environmental topic by an individual
from out ide the chool to the development
of curriculum ha ed on environmental
education concepts, Dave Kennedy, cience
upervi or for the Office of .P.l said
ince it inception in 1971, u e of the
Wa hington tate Office of Environmental
Education ha increa ed, according to
Tony Angell, Director of the Wa hington
tate Office of Environmental Education.
The office, which operate under a legi latively allocated budgetof$80,000 a year,
doe not automatically advise the tate's
public chool regarding environmental
education, Angell aid
The office provide a number of re ource which public chool curriculum director
and teacher may u e. In addition, it conducts work hop to teach educator the
cone pt. and method contained in the
environmental education curricula that are
available.
A chool di trict may or may not choo e
to apply one or more of the e available
curricula in their exi ting education program . Bellingham Public chool curriculum integrate the e kind. of re ource in
i
cience program only. However, by
definition, environmental education hould
" ... be interdi ciplinary in its approach,
drawing on the pecific content of each
di ciplin in making po ible a holi tic and
balanced per pective," a. identified by the
197
ational Leader hip Conference on
Environmental Education.
Angell confirmed that the Bellingham
Public chool Di trict i not alone in con-

fining environmental education to the
realm of cience. He aid that public schools
typically use science as the framework for
any teaching of environmental concepts. It
might be expected that such piecemeal
application of environmental education,
that of teaching environmental education
in only one subject area, while better than
no environmental education at all, most
likely is limited in its effectiveness as an
instructional tool
The Washington Office of Environmental Education, as it now operates, is not in
the po ition of directly motivating and then
instituting a more integrated approach to
environmental education in public schools,
and the Office of S.P.l is not instilling that
kind of direct control into the Office of
Environmental Education. Consequently,
school districts, administrators and teachers are not as strongly encouraged to use
environmental education, in areas other
than science as a means of educating
children.
Angell did, however, cite a few examples
of teachers who had utilized two or more
subject areas to integrate the concepts of
environmental education. The office makes
available curricula that integrate several
ubjects under a given environmental topic,
ucha SLEUTH,(StrategiesandLe ons
to Eliminate Unused Toxicant ). This program is a detailed teaching unit developed
by educators in cooperation with the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle for grades
4-12. In addres ing an environmental problem, LEUTH erves to teach not only
science, but reading, writing, and a number
of kills uch as hypothesizing, problem
olving and analy i .
Angell aid that he believe the nece ity
of environmental education curriculum is
generally recognized, except by the most
uninformed of individuals. Angell' s percept
that mo t people realize the importance of
environmental education i , I believe, a
debatable one. While a need for environmental education i indeed recognized by
the Bellingham Public chool (a an overview of the curriculum bear out), the way .
in which it i pre ented could expand to
include ubject area other than science
and hence atisfy the definitional concept
of environmental education.
Thi doe not lead me to believe that the
individual who develop the curriculum of
Bellingham Public chool are any less informed about environmental concern . It
eem more likely that they may be only
uninformed about the cope of environmental education. If thi i the ca e, the
Wa hington tate Office of Environmental Education could take a more active role
in informing educator and the public at
large a to the importance of and the u e of
environmental education. •
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Students Join
In Product ion
Of Textbook
by

Becky

Spithill

In 1982, the first edition of Toxic Su~
stances in the Environment was published by the KendalVHunt Publishing
Company. The text, designed for teaching
high school students, was written by Dr.
Ronald J. Kendall of Huxley College and a
group of Western students involved in a
seminar clas on educating the public
about toxic sub tances.
"It is worth all of our best efforts to
protect ourselves and the environment
from the harmful effect of toxic chemicals." This recommendation concludes the
preface of the second edition, which was
published in 1983.
As a vehicle for employing environmental education in chools, and specifically as
an introduction to the study of toxicology
for high school students, the book has met
with limited succes , due in part to problems of di tribution, and the difficulty of
introducing new resources into existing
curriculum.
A complimentary copies for review, 294
copie of the text were ent to colleges and
univer itie in the United tate . Five
college have shown a definite interest in
using the book. According to Tia Leber, a
1985 Huxley graduate who earned her
problem series credit by as i ting in its
di tribution, "The low number of acknowledgements may have been due to the readibility of the text. It wa written primarily
for young adult of middle school age."
In order to incorporate new resources
into the curriculum of Bellingham Public
chool , a cour e outline, including the
objective , time frame and the recommended text mu t be ubmitted to the
Curriculum Committee for their viewing
and approval prior to its entering the cla room. Leber further pointed out that the
curriculum it elf undergoe major revi ion
every even years, and the Curriculum
Committee meet approximately once a
year.
The admini trative rigors involved in the
introduction of a new re ource uch a thi
book can be formidable, and are perhap
be t addre ed by intere ted teacher who
are more familiar with the technicalitie
and proce e of the educational y tern in
which they teach. Furthermore, many
chool di trict , including Bellingham,
uffer from budgetary ob tacle in the
purcha ing of new textbooks.

Problem with distribution and eventual
u e in the classroom not with tanding, the
text ha received po itive acclaim to it
potential usefulne in the cla room.
The text wa recommended by a number
of individual representing pre tigiou
organizations including the ational Wildlife Federation, the Wa hington tate
Office of Environmental Education, and
the ational Audubon ociety. Reviews of
the book appeared in everal publication ,
uch a Eart hwatch Oregon, Rain:
Journal of Appropriate Technology
and Clearing: Nature and Learning in
the Pacific N orthwe t.
A ociate-Editor for Kendall/Hunt
Publi hing Company, Marial Dama kin,
displayed the text at the Wa hington
cience Teacher Conference held at
We tern thi October. Dama kin aid he
noted a "fair amount of intere t" in the
book a a direct re ult of it availability at
the conference. The greate t intere t wa
di played following Kendall' hour-long
presentation on toxic ub tance , which
al o erved a an opportunity to introduce
the book to high chool cience teacher
who were not previou ly aware of it.
Figure for the total number of ale ,
along with information about the chool
which are currently u ing the text are not
available at thi time. The major intere tin
. the book probably now tern from how it i
u ed in the cla room and if it i u ed in an
environmental education context.
Tony AngelL upervi or of the Wa hington tate Office of Environmental Education, aid that although the office ha
approximately 20 copie of the book for
loan purpo e , he wa not aware of the
particular teacher who had cho en to u e
the text or in what way they were u ing
it
uch information, if readily available to
public chool teacher , could further facilitate the increa ed di tribution of the text.
With more detailed information about
les on plan and activitie to augment the
concept pre ented in it, teacher may find
it more convenient and acce ible to incorporate a toxic ub tance unit into their
exi ting curricula •

IJOO Sam1sh Wav
Bcllingharr, \ a hingtnn
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.WashPIRG is
Student Activism.
Within The System
by Tracy

Brown

Student activi m ha taken on many
different form over the year . During the
1960's tudents expres ed their concern
for the issues they felt were important in
very vocal way . By taging sit-in , walkout , prote t and marche , tudents
aero the country brought attention to
uch i sue a the Vietnam War, civil rights,
a variety of environmental concern , a well
a i ue of tudent empowerment.
tudent fought for control of their own
lives and a citizens, not ju t tudent ,
wanted re pect for their action . Thi wa a
hard truggle, since mo t college admini tration acros the country have worked to
tifle tudent control and power, traditionally viewing tudent as "children" unable
to make deci ion or manage their own
affair .
In the early 1970' , Ralph ader, a conumer protection activi t, wa gammg
notoriety on college campu e . On hi
lecture tour he propo ed the notion of
tu dent working within the y tern in tead
of out ide it to in tigate change. He encouraged tudent to form their own group
to make change in the political y tern.
With the abundance of re ource on a college campu thi made good en e. tudent in Oregon, after hearing ader
peak, decided to tart an organization
which would do re earch, organizing and
lobbying on a variety of timely i ue of.
'public intere t.' Thi wa the formation of
the fir t Public Intere t Re earch Group
(PIRG).
tudent realized that of primary importance in the functioninbg of any effective organization i a table and accountable funding y tern. Thi i why they
decided the be t way to in ure con i tent
funding wa to tax them elve on campu .
But they al o wanted fellow tudent to
have an option to withhold money from the
PIRG if de ired becau e of i ue di agreement. tudent activitie fee are generally
a e ed to all tudent whether they want
to fund the e activitie or not By u ing the
exi ting tructure of tuition fee collection
on campu , PIRG funding became a pecial
kind of activity fee. With thi funding, the
group wa able to hire a profe ional taff of
organizer to help tudent tart internhip , condu t effective re earch and to
1 1

organize activitie on campu . The trength
of the PIRG lie in it tability and continuity provided by taff member . ow
there are nineteen tates and two anadian
province which have PIRG' .
The Wa hington Public Intere t Reearch Group, Wa hPIRG, wa founded in
1976 at the Univer ityofWa hington. ow
the tate' large t con umer and environmental advocacy group, it i one of the few
tudent organization which i repre ented
on a state-wide level, with campu chapter
at U. of W., Evergreen tate College,
W.W. U. and a tate office in eattle.
W ashPIRG has been in trumental in pa ing many pieces of legi lation over the
year . It i one of the leader in the fight to
in ure that Hanford, Wa hington will not
. be the ite of the nation' fir t high-level
nuclear wa te dump. tu dent. have pa ed
legi lative act and memorial in the tate
on thi i ue. Wa hPIRG ha al o worked
exten ively on utility rate reform, conumer protection and public di. clo ure
i ue.
The Wa hPIRG chapter here at We tern i deeply indebted to tho e tudent of
the pa t which worked long hour to get a
chapter here. After a truggle of more than
ten year , la t pring, Wa hPIRG wa
approved by the tru tee of the college to
officially be on campu .
ow a tudent and citizen concerned
about the environment and quality of life,
we mu t do more than ju t learn about
i ue , take exam and enter the job
market At thi time more than any in our
live we have the ability to do work which
could produce po itive hange. We now
have a tructure (in the PIRG) unlike the
tudent of the 60' , to activate our energy
and our ideali m and to work on meaningful
i ue . tudent befor u have gained
many accompli hment to in ure that we
today have better control over our live . We
now have the freedom, power and r pon. ibility to enrich both our educational
experience and citizen hip kill and to
build for a better community. •

PLANET INTERVIEW WITH JOHN MILES
edited by_ Jeff Ha rd y
During the summer break, John Miles
took over as Dean of Huxley College. The
following is an interview done last summer,
by Arnie Klaus, then acting editor of The
Planet
Planet: How is Huxley preparing students for environmental careers?
Miles: When we planned our curriculum,
we had an eye towards the options and
opportunities that exist out there. So we
have divided up the subject matter, training a person for a particular role in society,
but with an eye toward an education that is
going to prepare that person to be a critical
thinker and to be a participant in the decision making processes in the society. We
have aimed in two specific directions,
toward educational roles on one hand, and
toward a more technical role in environmental science on the other, and we have
organized our course work accordingly.
Planet: What careers do you see developing as environmental issues become
primary?
Miles: I think environmental issues are
already primary in the sense that you pick
up the newspaper on any given day and you
will find an article that deals with what we
generally define as environmental issue .
What we have seen in the la t few years is
the emergence of career opportunities related to energy, assessment of environmental impact, toxic substances, and a
shrinking resource base. I would expect the
toxic substances area to continue, and
indeed all of those areas to continue.
Planet: Huxley has been a topic of concern for its low student turnout. Why is
this happening when environmental
issues are occuring every day?
Miles: I think everal things are happening. umber one, throughout the history of
the college we have attracted a relatively
high percentage of our tudent body from
across the United States. At one time we
had almost 40% of our students come from
out of state. What has happened in recent
years has been a rapidly increasing tuition,
and this ha particularly affected our state.
I see a correlation between the reduction in
enrollment here and the increasing tuition,
particularly with the out of state students.
This indicates that within the state there
has not been a high degree of intere t in
environmental studie . Another factor ha
to be the career orientation that students
have the e day , and the ideal that they
want to go out and get a job. How el e can
we account for the tremendou num her of
student that are knocking down the door
of the college of bu ine s and economic

and vocational programs such as accounting, computer science, and so forth. I don't
know if those are areas that intrinsically
interest students, but they are perceived by
students as being areas of opportunity. It
must be that environmental studies are not
perceived by students as being areas of
opportunity. Actually, this is not true. We
have a fairly high placement of our graduates. In a recent survey sent out to graduates of the last five years, of the 50% that
answered, 70% have found jobs relating to
their training inside of two years after
graduation So there are certainly job opportunities out there, although clearly they
are not as well defined as the jobs of an
accountant
Planet: Does this mean an environmental student oriented toward an
environmental career has to be more
entreprenuerial?
Miles: Perhaps there is a bit more adventure in getting a job than for a student
graduating in accounting. You know what
you are going to do if you are an accountant
My personal experience with student is
that they graduate, and they may have a
rough time finding those first jobs, but they
find them. Also, one of the things we have
found is a very high satisfaction, on the part
of our responses, both with the job and with
the background and training our students
have received We also found that as a
group they weren't highly paid So as a
student, if their goal is to be wealthy and
join the yuppies, then perhaps this is not an
area to go into.
I think the third factor (effecting enrollment) is the misconception in many peoples
minds about Huxley; that it is a place where
only technical work is going on and you
need to be a scientist by inclination and
aptitude. We do have parts of our curriculum that are aimed at technical careers and
to do these options you do need to be
oriented toward science and math. But we
also have parts of our curriculum that are
oriented toward other things such as education and social science. So a similar
intensity of aptitude of mathematics and
sciences is not necessary. We only require
basic exposure to biology, chemistry, and
algebra in order to understand some of the
basic core material that comprises environmental studie .
Planet: Ruth Weiner became Dean for
her strength in becoming involved in
fron~line environmental issues. Dr.
Mayer became Dean with the notion of
integrating a stronger science and
busines oriented approach. What will
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characterize your tenure as Dean?
Miles: In particular, I think I will strive to
achieve a balanced curriculum in the sense
that we work toward a balance between the
liberal education goals and the career
oriented goals. Balanced also in the sense
that we have a truly interdisciplinary
foundation and curriculum for all of
Huxley, that integrates the scientific and
social scientific elements of understanding
environmental problems. I do not intend to
make any dramatic changes. One of our
problems may be that we have changed too
many times in the past I would just like to
try and move us slightly back towards a
middle of the road position in relation to
environmental studies.
Planet: At a time when government is
cutting back on programs and corporations hire environmentalists as a last
resort how does a student find a career
that actually helps pursue their environmental concerns?
Miles: A student goes out and becomes
very confident at what they do. One thing
we are di covering is that our students in
the Masters program are getting jobs
before they finish. This simply means that
if the person is well educated and well
trained and confident they will be able to
find jobs. It is true. Government has been
cutting back programs, but this will create
more opportunities in the long run. There
will be more opportunities in field research
because the information base relative to
environment and environmental problems
is eroding, and we can not make decisions
without information We will have to gather
more information if we are going to make
those decisions.
Planet: Do you have any closing comments?
Miles: A I sit here looking at the arrival of
new students, and the new role I see myself
in, I am real excited We have our problem ,
mainly the enrollment problem, but given
the challenge of environmental management and the opportunities that exist for
capable, dedicated people to meet these
challenges, I cannot believe that there is not
a group of students in the state that would
not partake of the opportunities that we
provide. i am al o very excited about the
possibility of trying once again to do with
Huxley what we started off to do 15 years
ago. I would like to see Huxley take the lead
in finding ways campu wide to increase
Western' involvement in the addre ing
environmental problem . •

